


Tecnomec S.r.l., a company established in the Autonomous Region of Aosta Valley 
(Northern Italy), has been working in Arnad since 1969 in the automotive field, with 
experience in cold metal sheet stamping and mechanical assembly of various components.

The company is specialized in the processing of different types of metal, from a thickness 
of 0.6mm to a maximum of 8mm. It develops the manufacturing of medium and large 
sheet metal components and modules offering manufactures that can meet specific and 
complex needs.

Assisted by an efficient network of infrastructures and services which linked it to the major 
European markets, the Company works on national and international bases, with particular 
focus on Germany, France, Spain and Poland.

Research and development are the main business philosophy; continuous efforts make 
constant improvements to production, indeed Tecnomec has obtained ISO9001 and ISO/TS 
16949 quality certifications, and it is still working to reach, from next year, the new ones 
UNI EN ISO9001:2015 and IATF 16949:2016.

The evolutions that have characterized the company over the last few years have led to the 
consolidation and the implementation of annual sales, which projects Tecnomec in a 
positive growth perspective. The logo itself is composed by two side of an arrow, symbol of 
the constant projection to the future. 
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 N°2 N.C. Milling machine FIL
 N°1 N.C. Milling machine Sachman T314 HS
 N°2 N.C. Milling machine with automatic gearAERRE
 N°1 N.C. Hish speed milling machine with automatic gear
 N°2 Electroerosion machine (Wire)
 N°1 Electroerosion machine (Plunge)
 N°3 Tacchelle grinding machine
 N°1 Tangential feed N.C. grinding machine
 N°1 Round grinding machine
 N°1 N.C. Lathe
 N°1 Lathe
 N°8 Desks for maintenance and assembly/dissembly tools
 N°1 Press for try out dies



 1 Transfer press 1000 Tons
 1 Transfer press 800 Tons
 1 Transfer press 630 Tons
 1 Transfer press 400 Tons
 2 Presses 500 Tons in linea
 3 Presses 500 Tons
 3 Presses 400 Tons
 1 Press 350 Tons
 1 Press 300 Tons
 8 Presses up to 200 Tons



 5 Welding Robots (Points)
 2 Welding Robots (Wire)
 2 Welding Robots (5 Axis)



Room for salt spray tests
Material stretching test
Microscope for metallographic trials
3D Machine for tridimentional tests
Profile projector
Drawing tests
New DEA controller 3D











Assy LHD + RHD Nissan CB2E



 Van Daily MCA 2014
 Van Daily BRANDED
 Van Daily ELECTRICAL
MINIBUS Sb 2400 Side member

Central floor

Shield

Wheel case



Tecnomec, always sensitive to the youngest and to
their inclusion into the labour market, periodically
organizes guided tours, training sessions and takes
part in activities shared by the small business
sector, such as the “PMI Day".



Location Via Nazionale, 11 - 11020 Arnad (AO) Italy Contacts Tel +39 0125-968511 Fax +39 0125-966374 gruppotecnomec@gmail.com

www.gruppotecnomec.com


